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**Abstract**

We propose a project focusing on the online vulnerabilities of LGBTQ+ individuals specifically and the online safety, security, and privacy advice they seek. To assess where individuals seek advice and the utility of existing LGBTQ+ online security advice, we will conduct semi-structured interviews. Interviews will have questions around where participants learn mechanisms for supporting their online safety, what advice does not work for participants, and what advice they have provided to others.

**1 Introduction**

With about 90% of Americans using the Internet [4], LGBTQ+ individuals have used social media and other platforms to date and connect with loved ones. But due to the potential stigma attached to a queer identity, particular for transgender and non-binary individuals, the Internet both becomes a safety net to combat alienation [29, 40, 22], as well as a place of harm [40, 19, 46].

Given the specific challenges queer individuals face online, there are many security advice pages online devoted to queer social media usage, dating, sexting, and protests. While there is a lot of security research on where people learn general security advice [36] and how actionable general security advice is [37], these questions remain unanswered for queer-specific security/safety advice.

Our research questions are:

1. What online safety, security, and privacy advice exists for queer individuals, and how does it differ from general security advice?
2. Where do queer individuals in the U.S. learn about mechanisms for supporting their online safety?
3. In what specific contexts does online security advice fail for queer individuals?

We will conduct qualitative interviews with a diverse group of queer individuals across age, race, gender, sexuality, and socioeconomic status. Interviews will consist of questions around where participants learn about online safety and their context for the actions they have or haven’t taken in response to security concerns, as well as what kind of online safety, security, or privacy advice they have given to others.

While safety, security, and privacy have different definitions in the academic community, participants will have their own differing or overlapping definitions. Therefore, we will include all terms when interviewing participants to tease apart connections between these concepts and potentially discuss how they differ from academic norms.

This work-in-progress workshop paper will describe our methodology, as data is still in the process of being collected. As we will have finished data collection by the time of the workshop, our goals for attending include getting feedback on preliminary results and brainstorming around the potential for designing an advice tool.

**2 Related Work**

**2.1 Queer Security/Privacy Online**

**Social Media Ecosystems.** Prior work has noted tensions queer individuals face on social media when selectively presenting their queer identity to different audiences, some who they are out to and some they are not out to [8, 17, 12, 20, 40], an issue generally known as context collapse [32]. This can be especially stressful for transgender individuals navigating transitioning and coming out on social media [24, 34]. To manage different audiences, individuals use affordances including multiple social media sites or accounts, private accounts, and granular post visibility [17, 12, 20].

**Dating and Sexting.** Online dating can provide queer individuals connection [45], as well as space to explore
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one’s identity [17]. It is also a site of privacy tensions, as users often provide location data, use it to connect with people outside of their known social network, and include more sensitive information in profiles [15].

Sexting through dating apps or through other messaging apps has become a common practice in the U.S. [27], and researchers have highlighted its positive role in relationship satisfaction [11, 18, 43]. Sexting also comes with risks that have worse consequences for women and non-binary individuals [21, 30].

**Intersectional Identities.** Collins writes that power relations, and by extension harms, should be analyzed via intersections of identities [7], including but not limited to age, gender, race, class and sexuality [16]. Being a woman raises one’s risk of being harassed online, and this risk is higher for for queer women and women of color [14]. Black and minoritized women were more likely to see an increase in online abuse during Covid-19 [2]. Bangladeshi Hijra “third gender”) have also experienced harassment on social media platforms [33]: researchers note that rather than education on social media privacy affordances being needed, instead social media needs to create community/collective privacy controls due to the strong community values in Hijra culture. When dating apps don’t actively design for de-stigmatizing HIV status, platforms reinforce negative stereotypes that stem from the history of criminalization and surveillance of HIV [31]. While these aren’t the only identities that intersect with queerness which lead to other vulnerabilities (e.g. LGBTQ+ refugees [5], sex workers), this research provides important context to understanding risk and harm.

This project does not aim to cover every possible security or privacy risk that queer individuals face, given the infinitely different experiences people have. But we will put in effort to recruit diverse participants across at least age, gender, race, class, and sexuality, and we will explicitly state the limitations of our participant pool.

As previous work has focused on the specific concerns that queer individuals have online and their mitigative practices, this project builds on those findings to ask where people learn these behaviors and what sort of advice they have provided others. The goal is to understand the specific contexts where some behaviors are useful or useless and how this knowledge is transferred and communicated.

### 2.2 Security Advice

Providing security education to users has often been a takeaway from user studies on people’s security concerns and practices, especially for marginalized groups [41, 13]. Yet, many researchers note how inactionable general security advice online can be, whether due to the cost-benefit trade-off not being worth it [28], too much advice existing with no prioritization [38], or that “the right advice might change over time with the attack landscape, new technology, and experience” [39]. In an evaluation of security advice specifically for journalists, Berdan echoes this issue of lack of prioritized, contextualized, and actionable advice [6]. Rader discusses how non-expert users may change their behaviors from stories they learn from people, which raises the question of how the source of security advice may affect whether people act on it [36].

The safety priorities and contexts of queer individuals may be different from the general population, and therefore warrant different advice, as “people from different under-served groups may have profoundly different needs and challenges for security and privacy” [48]. Even amongst queer individuals, people’s life experiences and concerns are very different [44]. Security advice exists specifically for women [9], gay online dating [1], and queer individuals using Instagram [35], to name a few examples. The Reconfigure Network organized feminist action research and found that contrary to popular cybersecurity narratives that users are uninterested in security, their participants demonstrated care and thoughtfulness in their own and community privacy practices, and their practices are shaped by privilege and oppression [3]. We detail our methodology for studying queer security advice below.

### 3 Proposed Methodology

To answer our research questions, we will conduct semi-structured qualitative interviews with queer individuals who use social media, dating apps, or apps for sexting. We will aim to have a range of ages, as well as making sure to have BIPOC participants. Participants will be recruited through flyers around the city of Seattle, Washington, as well as through postings in queer listservs and other online communities. Participant payment will be a $30 gift card.

**Interview questions will cover:**

1. What concerns have participants had about online safety / security / privacy related to queerness? Related to other aspects of their identity? Why do they have these concerns?

2. Have participants ever changed their behaviors to deal with these concerns? How or where did they learn to change their behaviors? Have behavior changes ever failed to solve the problem?

3. Have participants given online safety / security / privacy advice to others?
4. What online advice have participants seen but decided was not for them?

5. If people are unconcerned about online safety / security / privacy, what are they resigned to?

We will intentionally be vague about the terms safety, security, and privacy in order to ask participants to describe it themselves. Due to the potentially harmful memories these interview questions may bring up, we will take steps to mitigate harms from this line of questioning. Participants will be free to skip any question or drop the study, no questions asked, and still receive compensation. We will follow heuristics to ethically conduct research with marginalized populations [47]. Our study was approved by the University of Washington IRB board.

Our epistemological framework is feminist standpoint theory, which calls for an understanding that social knowledge and experiences are situated in a specific context, rather than being objective and generalizable [25, 42]. Rather, our results will be transferable, rather than generalizable [26]. We will respect each participant’s responses and knowledge of their concerns and requirements, and will not prioritize our own knowledge as researchers over their own. Interviews will be transcribed by the researchers to avoid third-party access, and names in the data will be anonymized during the transcription process.

We will do inductive thematic analysis [10] to code the data with at least one other coder. We may find that participants do not care about many aspects of their online safety (which is not an uncommon finding in security literature [49]). Or participants may be resigned to the belief that certain institutions already having access to their data [23]. One sexting security study did find that survey participants had concerns around sending and receiving sexts [21]; it may be interesting to hear why people may be more concerned over sexting versus managing multiple social media audiences, or over “general” security concerns (like malware). Our pilot interviewees did have some of us are marginalized across some axes of identity and not others.

By the time of the workshop, we will have preliminary results. We hope attending the workshop will provide valuable feedback on the implications of our results and will generate discussion on an inclusive, contextual understanding of security advice.

5 Author Positionality

Some authors identify as queer and others identify as straight. The authors are either East Asian or white. From an intersectional framework, we recognize that some of us are marginalized across some axes of identity and not others.
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